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Paper 3 

OUIDANCI or SBCONDARY STUDENTS: 
PRINCIPLES AND TECHNIQUES 

The goal of guidance is to help the adolescent in his development 
and when necessary handling adiff!cult!es. Through various group 
or individual guidance activities, the adolescent may develop new 
insights into his experience and ability; gain psychological 
support in facing certain difficulties; sort out certain social 
relationships; change certain deeprooted attitudes or behaviour. 
These changes (or developments) demand the helper's time, tact, 
and techniques. 

Attempts to differentiate between effective and ineffective 
helpers have not been successful, except that the effective 

- helpers are well-adjusted themselves. Certain core conditions 
have also been found necessary for effective guidance. 

Core-conditions 

' Empathy. Empathy refers to the helper's ability to understand 
acurately the helpee's thoughts, feelings and behaviour and 
communicate this to the latter. In this case, the helper is able 
to put himself in the helpee's position. To achieve this, the 
helper needs to listen actively to what the helpee says and 
notice how it is said for hidden meanings. 

Respect. The helper shows respect through unconditional 
acceptance of the helpee's feelings and thoughts. This does not 
mean agreeing with the helpee but conveying to him that his 
n o rmal. Showing respect is to assure the helpee that he is 
accepted and to create a psychologically safe environment. 

Genuineness. The helper is congruent and open; he is relatively 
free from conflicts. He does not teel the need to 'act' like a 
professional and put up a front. He does not impose on the 
helpee a pre-conceived plan is not defensive when questioned or 
even attacked. When necessary, he shares with the helpee own 
experience and feelings. 

Techniques 

Reflection. Reflecting the helpee's feelings makes him feel 
understood .and empathized. It encourages self-exploration and 
revealation. Reflection may go beyond the helpee's immediate 
i nsight into his own feelings and thoughts. 

Co nfrontation. When the helpee becomes evasive, especially when 
the topic creates anxiety, the ·helper may have to challenge him 
s o that he may change his perception and face reality. Some 
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defence mechanisms commonly used by the helpee are 
rationalization, projection, and denial. The helper may show 
displease and ask for evidence. Confrontation should be used 
only when a good rapport has been established. 

InterPretation. Interpretation helps the helpee gain insight 
into his own self and the relationships between his experiences. 
It has to be based on concrete facts so as to bring to surface 
hidden motives and functions. ' Interpretation should be 
exploratory in nature and the helpee should not be forced to 
accept an interpretation. 

Clarification. Clarification brings about a clearer focus of 
the helpee's attitudes, thoughts and emotions, with greater 
concreteness. It is an extension of reflection, with the aim to 
help the helpee differentiate effective behaviour from 
ineffective ones. 

Reconstruction. Through reftion, confrontation, clarification 
and interpretation, the helpee gains self-awareness and self
exploration. It is then necessary to act. The helper and the 
helpee may agree on certain assignments (e.g. reading, self
assertation) to enable ~he latter to experience new feelings in 

t 

anxiety-arousing situations. Such experience may be the topic 
for subsequent discussion .. As learning new behaviour and 
attitudes is not an easy task, any progress deserves 
encouragement. 

Reinforcement. Behaviour is influenced by its consequences. 
Reinforcement is showing approval for the desired behaviour, 
thoughts and feelings. It gives direction to behaviour; provides 
incentives; and, helps in differentiating the effects of 
behaving. Behaviour which has been sufficiently reinforced will 
acquire the power to reinforcement other behaviours. 
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GROUP ACTIVITIES 

QUESTIONS 1 TO 3 

Individually write the answers on a piece of paper. Exchange 
your answers with other participants. The Group Leader then 
invites a few ~o read the answers :they have for discussion. 

1. Which of the following statements are clear and which are 
vague? 

a) They laugh at me because they think I am fat .. 

b) They like to tease me. 

c) · Everything seems to be wrong today. 

d) I seem to have made a mess of everything. 

e) My relationships with the teachers are strained. 

f) My classmates always 'help me. 

2. Put the concrete statements you have identified in your own 
words and try to elicit the feelings of the helpee. (e.g. 
Do you mean to say ..... ? And it makes you feel ..... ?) 

3. Concretize the vague statements your have identified by 
using your own words, and try to clarify with or interpret 
for the helpee. (e.g. You said ..... Do you mean? 
Could you give me a specific example?) 

QUESTIONS 4 to 8 

A. Role-play with three participants in a group -- a helpee 
' (student), a helper (teacher-counsellor), and an observer. 
The three turn to play different roles os as to experience 
different situations. · 

B. The helpee follows the situation depicted and presents the 
problem to the helper. The helper interacts with the helpee . 
after listening to the problem. The observer . does not 
interact but rates the helper using the rating scale and 
makes notes of any observations. 

c. 

After each session, the helper and the helpee also rate the 
transaction. 

The triad compares 
differences. 

their ratings and discusses the 

D. Repeat tasks a, b, and c for another situation depicted. 



4. "The teacher said . ! did better than she expected. I always 
feel I can do well if I give it a try. Recently, I have 
been working harder and it pays off". As a teacher
counsellor, what would you say to this s ·tudent? What is the 
purpose reflection, confrontation, interpretation, 
clarification or reinforcement? 

5. "I have been in this school ' for two years and don't seem to 
have made any progress. The teachers here are so-so and 
students are not friendly. Here, I just let days pass by". 

a) How does this student feel about school life? Why does 
he feel this way? 

b) How would · you try to understand him better? 

c) In what ways would you help him? What 'assignments' 
would you suggest? 

6. "People in my class do not like me, and I don't like them 
either. Why must they treat me like this? T~ey tease me 
because my dress is not fashionable. My family is not as 
rich, but I think they don't have to tease me simply because 
of this". Thus complained a Secondary II girl. How would 
you react to this complaint? What would you suggest to 
improve the relationship or change her attitude? 

7. "Mr Lim sent me to see you. Here I am. But, I don't want 
to say too much. "y problems with my boy friend and my 
family are my private matters. I don't like to talk about 
them". As a teacher-counsellor, what would you do to help 
her? 

8. "I hope to represent the class at the graduation ceremony, 
but they have elected Meizhen. She is not bad as a person 
and is a good speaker too. Of course, I have no right to 
expect they would choose me. My school is as good as hers 
though I am not as popular. Anyway, I am rather 
disappointed". As a teacher-counsellor, what would you do 
to help this student? 
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COUNSILLING BBHAVIOUR RATING SCALE 

Weak ....... Strong 

1. Reflection of feelinga 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 NA 

2. Clarification of vague statements 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 NA 

3. Interpretation of vague statements 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 NA 

4. Respect for the student's feelings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 NA 

5. Reforcement of the student's 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 NA 
good feelings 

6. Explication of hidded message 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 NA 

7. Sharing of own experience 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 NA 

8. Confrontation with evasive 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 NA 

' 9 . Helping the student to decide 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 NA 
on actions 

10. Genuineness in expression 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 NA 

11. Showing care and concern 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 NA 

12. Interacting with trust and 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 NA 
openness 

Comments, if any 
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